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Introduction
Recently, "fractal geometry", introduced by Mandelbrot [lS] , has been getting increased attention in relation to the study of deterministic chaos (complex systems) [ 133. The relation of fractal geometry to classical geometry is similar to the relation of classical physics, which handles primarily phenomena described by linear differential equations, to the new "chaos" physics. Chaos physics studies complex phenomena, mathematically described by nonlinear differential equations, like the flow of gases. Classical geometry is good at handling "man-made" objects like polygons, circles, etc.
objects like plants, trees, clouds, mountains, etc. The study of fractal geometry was pioneered by Mandelbrot [lS] and the study of practical "computational fractal geometry" by Barnsley [l] . The latter introduced the iterative function systems (IFS) that are used to define an object (an image) as the limit (attractor) of a "chaotic process". He has used IFS to generate exclusively deterministic fractals. Voss et al. [3] have considered techniques to generate random fractals. Barnsley's [l] hyperbolic IFS is specified by several affine transformations, and the attractor is the limit of the sequence generated from an arbitrary starting point by randomly choosing and applying these affine transformations.
The encoding of images by IFS and other methods has potential for practical applications because it allows compression of data and their efficient processing. For example, from an IFS description of an image it is possible to regenerate effectively not only the original image but also its various modifications, e.g. a view from a different angle. Applications of this are being developed not only to computer graphics [4] but also to the compression of videos, to medical imaging, and to high-resolution TV, etc.
The aim of this paper is to introduce some powerful generalizations of the IFS method, which define a much bigger class of interesting images.
The paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the formal notions of an image in Section 2. A black and white image is formalized as a compact set and a texture (color) image is formalized as a normalized measure (greyness density). We then introduce Barnsley's IFS method to generate fractals.
In Section 3, we introduce probabilistic affine automaton (PAA), which is informally a probabilistic finite generator whose input symbols are affine transformations. PAA are a generalization of recurrent IFS introduced in [2] and, for many images, give a much more concise description. We will show a number of results about PAA. Some of them show that PAA is a robust notion, since various modifications of the PAA generate the same family of compact sets. This is true even for MRFS discussed later.
We consider two more generalizations of IFS. In Section 4, we discuss briefly a generalization of Barnsley's IFS called affine regular sets, which define a bigger class of images of more complex geometries. Intuitively, an affine regular set generates an image based on a finite set of affine transformations that are applied in an order controlled by a regular set. The other one, as introduced in Section 5, is called a mutually recursive function system (MRFS) and is given by a number of "variables" which are defined in terms of each other as unions under affine transformations. MRFS on arbitrary complete metric spaces have been considered in [ 161, where some results on Hausdorff dimension of objects defined by MRFS are shown. We consider both deterministic and probabilistic variations of MRFS. As expected, PAA and affine regular sets have the same descriptive power; however, surprisingly all these generalizations -PAA, affine regular sets and MRFS, turn out to be exactly equivalent in terms of their power to generate image (as compact sets), as shown in Sections 5 and 6. Barnsley's [l] collage theorem gives the mathematical basis for inferring a concise IFS-description of any given image, which includes texture or color. The collage theorem can be extended also to affine automata and mutually recursive IFS;
however, we presently do not have any efficient method of encoding arbitrary images by these methods. In Section 7 we give some applications of PAA and PMRFS. This includes image generation and compression, as illustrated by two examples. One can generate some interesting "texture" images, where texture is a quality describing the "graininess" of an image, by using the hybrid algorithm, which combines both probabilistic and deterministic MRFS and can, furthermore, use more than one MRFS. Rational expression, as introduced in [9] to define images, are a special case of affine expressions (affine regular sets). This leads to an efficient implementation of rational expressions by PAA or PMRFS. This implementation does not use the bit-by-bit approach and, hence, yields algorithms that, using standard (numerically oriented) software and hardware, are almost as fast as Barnsley's. Finally, we mention that, under certain conditions [S] , MRFS can simulate another technique for generation of images, which is based on L-systems (string rewriting systems) [l 1, 171.
Preliminaries

TN-O notions qf un image
Following
[l], we introduce two different formalizations of an image: (1) Given a compact metric space (X,d), an image is a compact subset of X. The quality of an approximation for such images is measured by the Hausdorff metric h(d) on the compact metric space x(X) of the nonempty compact subsets of X. This is a formalization of such an image as consisting of black and white regions. A finite approximation of such an image on the computer screen is an assignment of 0 (white) or 1 (black) to each pixel of a matrix of pixels.
(2) Given a compact metric space (X, d), an image is a normalized invariant measure on X, that is, an additive function f defined on the Bore1 subsets of X such that f(X)= 1 (see [I] for more details). The quality of an approximation for such images is measured by the Hutchinson metric du on the compact metric space of all the normalized measures on X. This is a formalization of an image as a texture, either of the various tones of grey or of colors. A finite approximation of such an image on the computer screen is an assignment of grey tones (or colors) to each pixel. Here each pixel represents a small subsquare of the space X, the measure of which is translated into the grey level (color) assigned to the pixel.
Iterative function systems
A space X together with a real-valued function d: X x X + R, which measures the distance between pairs of points x and y in X, is called a metric space. In this paper, we will be concerned with metric spaces (R", Euclidean), where n> 1 and R is the set of real numbers.
A 2-dimensional (2-D) afine transformation w : R2 + R2 is defined by
where Uij'S and hi's are real constants [l] . Similarly, a l-dimensional (1-D) affine transformation M! : R + R is defined by w(x) = ax + b, where a and b are real constants.
A transformationf: X -+ X on a metric space (X, d) is called a contructiue mapping if there is a constant 0 d s < 1 such that 4,f(x)J"(y)) < s. 4x, Y) for all x, yd. Any such number s is called a contructivity fizctor for 1:
Let (X, d) be a compact metric space. Then jr(X) denotes the space whose points are the compact nonempty subsets of X. Let XEX and Bex(X).
The distance from the point x to the set B is defined to be
~EBJ. Now, let AEGY'(X). The distance from the set A to the set B is defined to be
The Huusdorfldistunce between the sets A and B is defined by
It can be shown that (x(X), h(d)) is a compact metric space [l] .
A (hyperbolic)
iterated function system (IFS) consists of a compact metric space (X, d) , together with a finite set of contractive mappings w,: X + X, with respective contractive factors s,, for n = 1,2, .., N. The notation for the IFS defined is (X; w,,n= 1, 2, . . . . N} and its contractivity factor is s=max{s,: n= 1,2, . . . . N). We will also consider probabilistic IFS, in which a probability pi >O is associated with each mapping wi such that C: pi = 1.
In our examples we will use the metric spaces ([0, 11, Euclidean) and ([0, 112, Euclidean) , for 1-D and 2-D images, respectively, and affine transformations. The transformation IV: Sr(X) + Sr(X), defined by where the probability of the event xn= Wi(X"_ 1) is pi. The collection of points (xn)FEo converges to the attractor of the IFS. This algorithm also defines the texture of an image as an invariant measure on Bore1 subsets of X [l].
Example. The Sierpinski triangle, a subset of [0, l] ', is the attractor of the IFS specified by the affine transformations wi (x, y) = (0.5x, 0.5~) w2 (x, y) = (0.5x + 0.5, 0.5~) and w,(x, y)=(O.5x, 0.5y+O.5). The output of the deterministic algorithm after 8 iterations is shown in Fig. l(a) . Fig. l In [4, 121 IFS is generalized to recurrent IFS. In a recurrent (or Markov) IFS, we are given a set of N contractive mappings, WCS, along with a N x N row-stochastic matrix denoted by (pii). The value pij gives the probability of applying wj when in the last iterative step Wi was applied.
Example.
Languages of injinite tvords
We assume that the reader is familiar with basic formal language theory, in which languages are defined as sets of jnite words. This computation domain can be extended by adding the set of infinite strings 1" [7, lo] . Formally, C" denotes all infinite (w-length) strings CJ=~: 1 ai, ~E,T?I, over C. An element (T of Z'" is called an w-word or o-striny.
An w-lunguaye is any subset of I'". The set of both finite and infinite strings is denoted by C z = C* u C'". The superscript o means infinite repetition, e.g. (OO)* 1" denotes an w-set of strings which have an even number of zeroes followed by an infinite number of consecutive ones. If _Y is the family of regular languages, then w-KC (Y) is called the family of wregular languages [7] . In a straightforward generalization, we may define o-rational expressions for w-rational relations.
The u-regular languages are exactly the languages accepted by the o-finite automata, which are defined as follows.
An o-j&e automaton (w-FA) is a Stuple (Q, ,X,6, qo, F), where Q is the finite set of states, C is the input alphabet, 6 is a mapping from Q x 1 to 2Q, q. is the initial state and F is the set of final states. An w-word is accepted by an w-FA if on reading the input w-word the w-FA enters a final state infinitely many times.
An o-word T is called an adherence of a language L if r has infinitely many prefixes such that each of these prefixes is also a prefix of some word in L. Formally, define Prefix(y)= {xEZ* 1 x is a prefix of y}. Note that JJ can be both a finite or an infinite word. An o-word r is an adherence of L iff Prefix(r)E Prefix(L). The set of all adherences of L, denoted by adherence(L), is called the adherence set of L. The adherence set of any regular language is o-regular [6, lo] . Note that the adherence set of a language L, which is accepted by an FA M, is accepted by an o-FA M', which is obtained from M by discarding all those states which do not have an outgoing transition and by making every state a final state.
Probabilistic affine automata
In Barnsley's chaos game algorithm, in each iteration, the next affine transformation to be applied on the last generated point is chosen from the same fixed set of affine transformations. Moreover, the probability of choosing a particular transformation is always the same in each iteration. A significant improvement can be made on this algorithm, in terms of its capacity to generate images, by changing this set of transformations and the associated probabilities, on each iterative step.
One can, therefore, think of employing a finite automaton, whose finite control determines the set of transformations and the associated probabilities for each iterative step. Furthermore, one may mark a subset of the states of the automaton as "final" or "display" states, and display only the points generated at these states. One would expect this to give additional power to generate images, but in this paper it is shown later that this division of states into final and nonfinal states is really not of loop contractivity and strong connectivity, P is an n x m x n stochastic matrix such that, for each i, I,! = r LYE 1 P(i, j, k) = 1, and F s Q is the set of final states.
The value P(i, j, k) is the probability of the transition from the state qi to the state qk by transformation wj. Note that the probabilities of outgoing transitions for each state sum to unity. In other words, a PAA is a probabilistic finite generator whose input alphabet is a set of affine transformations and which satisfies the conditions of strong connectivity and loop contractivity. A PAA M generates an image on the basis of the following algorithm, which is a generalization of the chaos game algorithm. A point in X is randomly chosen; call it .x0. Any state of M can be randomly chosen to be the initial state. The PAA then generates a sequence of points just like in chaos game algorithm, the only difference being that, at any step, one of the outgoing transitions of the current state of the PAA is probabilistically chosen according to the associated probabilities, and the affine transformation labeling the chosen transition is applied to the last generated point. The finite control of M then changes its current state and the point is displayed if this new current state is a final state. In other words, if q is the current state and x is the last generated point and if the transition 6(q, w)=p is chosen, then w(x) is the next point generated, and it is considered to be in the image (or, to be precise, in an approximation to the image) defined by M if p is a final state.
This process yields a limiting sequence of points, say SO = {x0, x1, x2, . . ) generated at final states. This set of points so generated is an approximation to the attractor of the given PAA, denoted by A(M).
To be mathematically precise, a point is in A(M) iff its every neighborhood is visited infinitely many times with probability almost one during the execution of the algorithm. Therefore, if B(x, E) denotes the closed ball of radius E with center at x, then, A(M)={xEXIVE>O, 6>0, a point y~B(x, E) is generated with probability 1 -S}.
In [l] , the texture of an image generated by an IFS is defined to be a measure on 
for all starting points x0. Informally, p(B) is the "mass" of B, which is the proportion of iteration steps, when running the chaos game algorithm on M, which produce points in B. Points "fall" in different subsets of X according to the probabilities on the transitions; this notion is mathematically formalized in the definition of the texture of an image as a measure. Therefore, the image defined by a PAA M can be viewed either as a compact set or as a measure. The result connecting these two definitions, which says that the support of the measure defined by an IFS is precisely the compact set defined by the same IFS (see Cl]), also holds for PAA.
It is an easy observation that an IFS is a special case of a PAA. Proof. The proof follows from the simple observation that an IFS can be implemented by a single-state PAA. The equivalent PAA has one state, which is the only initial as well as final state, with n self-loops as transitions, the ith transition being labeled with the transformation wi and probability pi, for i= 1,2, . . . . n. This PAA is not only equivalent to the given IFS in terms of the equivalence of their attractors but also in terms of the texture of the image. 0
Now we show that PAA are closed under invertible affine transformations. Proof. Let M= (X,Q,C,6,P, F) , where C={w,,wZ ,..., w,}, be a PAA and T an invertible affine transformation.
We construct a PAA M' = (X, Q, C', 6, P, F) 
A(M')=s(A(M)). 0
Theorem 3.3 is valid also for images as measures, assuming natural extension of transformations to measures. One may expect that, by considering only those points which are generated at some selected states marked as "final", it is possible to define a bigger class of images (as compact sets) by PAA. However, it turns out that this division of states into final and nonfinal ones is not essential for a large class of PAA -namely, those PAA which have their transitions between two different states (i.e. not considering self-loops) labeled with invertible affine transformations.
A (2-D) noninvertible affine transformation squeezes a parallelogram into a line or a point. Therefore, if there is a noninvertible transformation w from state p to state 4, then there is some loss of "information" about the point generated at state p when w is applied to it. In practice, one seldom wants to have such a PAA; therefore, the restriction to PAA with only invertible transformations on transitions (except selfloops) is a minor one.
We do not know whether the following theorem generalizes to images considered as measures. Proof. We will show how M can be converted into M' in a step-by-step manner such that in each step a nonfinal state is removed in such a way that loop contractivity and strong connectivity conditions are preserved and the resulting PAA defines the same image.
Pick any nonfinal state in M. Let it be q. We consider any simple path from q to a final state. In Fig. 2a A new final state q' is created which has its transitions defined in fashion:
the following (1) If q has an incoming transition, say from state p labeled with transformation u and having probability a, then q' also has an incoming transition from p labeled with transformation w 0 u and having the same probability a. (2) If q has a self-loop, say labeled with transformation 2; and having probability b, then q' also has a self-loop labeled with transformation WOUOW-~ and having the same probability b.
(3) If q has an outgoing transition, say to state p, labeled with transformation u and having probability c, then q' has an outgoing transition to state p labeled with UOW-1 and having the same probability c.
The new state q' has exactly the transitions defined by the above rules. The modified portion of the transition diagram of M is shown in Fig. 2b .
Similarly, we may consider each and every simple path from q to some final state and create a new final state for each path, although it suffices to consider only one such path. The state q is then considered to be deleted. Now we claim that the resulting PAA preserves strong connectivity and loop contractivity.
It is easy to see that the resulting PAA is still strongly connected. To verify that loop contractivity is preserved, note that if transformations x and y have contractivity factors s1 and s2, respectively, then x oy has contractivity factor s1 x s2. Furthermore, the resulting PAA defines the same image as defined by the original PAA, as a compact set. To see this, note that a point is generated at a final state in Fig. 2a iff it is generated at a final state in Fig. 2b . This is because a path ends in a final state in Fig. 2a iff there is a path, with the same label, ending in a final state in Fig. 2b .
In the modified PAA, although the points are generated earlier and more frequently. of N contractive affine transformations, Itli'S, along with an N x N row-stochastic matrix P, where P(i,j) gives the probability of applying Wj when, in the last iterative step, Wi was applied. All the points generated are considered to be an approximation to the attractor of the recurrent IFS and, therefore, there is no additional control of final states as in PAA.
We first note that the condition that every transformation is contractive causes a loss of generative power compared to the less restrictive condition of loop contractivity. However, the latter is still strong enough to ensure the existence of a unique attractor. This will be shown in more detail in the next section. Moreover, in order to show that a PAA, with contractive transformations, can be simulated by a recurrent IFS, we need to use recurrent IFS that allow several copies of the same transformation, i.e. whose transformations need not be unique. i.e. we consider ui, u2, . . . . uk, which are just different "names" for the same affine transformation.
Thus, each transition is labeled with a unique name and, in total, we have n names. Then we construct an n x n stochastic matrix P on these new transformations. If there is a state which has an incoming transition labeled with bvi and an outgoing transition labeled with wj, then the value P(i,j) is the probability assigned to the outgoing transition in the original PAA, else it is zero. Clearly, the resulting recurrent IFS is equivalent to original PAA. 0
Note that the equivalent IFS is much bigger, as its underlying graph will have as many nodes as there are edges in the PAA. Therefore, we have a possible quadratic increase in the size of the description of the same image. If all the affine transformations of a PAA are similitudes, the above theorem allows one to compute the fractal dimension of the attractor of a PAA by converting it into an equivalent recurrent IFS, and then applying the results of [4, 12] . A weighted PAA is a PAA in which a weight, between 0 and 1 inclusive, is assigned to each state, and there are no final states. A point generated at a state is chosen to be in the attractor, with a probability equal to the weight of the state. Clearly, every PAA is equivalent to a weighted PAA in which a state has weight 0 (or 1) if it is a nonfinal (or final) state.
We now show that weighted PAA are not more powerful than PAA. If a state q has a transition to states having probability a then it has transitions to s1 and s2 having probabilities a. p and a.
(1 -p), respectively. If state s has a self-loop having probability a, then s1 and s2 have self-loops having probabilities a.
(1 -p) and a. p, respectively, and s1 has a transition to s2 with probability a -p, and s2 has a transition to si with probability a.
(1 -p). All outgoing transitions of s are the outgoing transitions of si and s2. Clearly, the attractor of Ml is same as that of Ml. 0
Afine regular sets
So far we have not shown that the existence and uniqueness of the attractor of a PAA is guaranteed and that the chaos game algorithm on a PAA always (probabilistically) results in an approximation to its attractor. In this and the next section, we will introduce some other generalizations of the IFS method to generate images. This would help us in understanding PAA more clearly by giving us a rigorous characterization of their attractors, as all these generalizations turn out to be equivalent in their capacity to generate images.
Definition 4.9. Let (wi, w2, . ., wN} be N affine transformations on a compact metric space X. Let Z= [ 1,2, . . . . N} represent these N transformations.
Z is called the underlying code alphabet. A regular set over C is called an ajine regular set, effectively given as an @&re expression, which is nothing but a regular expression over Z. An affine regular set is required to satisfy loop contractivity, that is, it is accepted by a finite automaton satisfying the loop contractivity condition. 
d($(o,m,.u,), 4(a, n,x,))<s~"*" ttm'd(xl, .x3)<s Ln;l' tk-lD,
where D = max ( d(.xl, .x3) 1 s1 , X~EX ) is a finite constant. Since t and k are constants, we have Therefore, since s< 1, the right-hand side tends to zero as m and n tend to infinity. From the compactness of X, this implies that q(a) exists and is independent of XEX. 0
Now we formally state the definition of the image represented by an affine regular set. This definition is justified by the above lemma. Definition 4.3. Let Rc C be an affine regular set, where C is the code alphabet representing some affine transformations on a compact metric space X. Let cp : C" + X be the function defined as in Lemma 4.2. Then the image defined by R is cp(adherence(R)), and is called its attractor.
Mutually recursive function systems
Barnsley's deterministic algorithm can be described by the recursive formula 
S,GF
The existence and uniqueness of such a fixed point follows from the loop contractivity condition [ 161. 
The collection of points u ,V,EF (.u~}~=~ defines the attractor A(M) of the PMRFS M.
A probabilistic MRFS defines, in addition to the final attractor, a texture of the image which is determined by the probabilities. The texture is formalized as a probabilistic measure in exactly the same manner as done for PAA in Section 3. Moreover, just like IFS, the class of the supports of attractors defined by probabilistic MRFS is same as that defined by deterministic MRFS. It is interesting to note that a DMRFS can be implemented by an IFS on a metric space of higher dimension, when the attractor defined by the IFS is projected onto the metric space of the DMRFS.
Precisely speaking, let M be a DMRFS with k states and let X be the metric space.
Define the projection operator Pk, which maps a set B in Xk to a set in X, as follows: .x1 3(x,, x2, . ..) x~)EB such that x=x, for some r, 1 br< k}.
Then there exists an IFS I on metric space Xk such that A(M)= P,(A(Z)).
For details of this result, see [14] , which is informally stated in the following theorem. Then the deterministic algorithm on I defines the attractor in exactly the same way as defined by M viewed as a DMRFS.
Furthermore, the chaos game algorithm on I defines the attractor in exactly the same way as defined by M viewed as a PMRFS. 0
The above theorem also shows the equivalence of DMRFS and PMRFS in terms of their power to generate images (as compact sets). Therefore, in this context we will refer to them jointly as MRFS. Let LIEA( Let S;, S; ,..., SL be the fixed point of the mapping W: n'(Xr') + cK(X") defined by M. Then agS; for some final variable Si. Let Si be defined as
I. Equivalence of MFRS and afine regular sets
Therefore, aEWik(Sjl,) for some k~jl, 2, . . ..Y}. i.e. a=wi,(Xl) for some x~ESJ,. We can apply the above to x1, and obtain sequences o~,o~, g3, . and x1,x1,x3, . . . such that U=Jitlb, (W62(...W~, (Xj) 
...)).
Note that w,, w,, . . . w,, is the labeling of a path of length j in M in reverse direction, starting from a final variable to which a belong to. This implies that g1 g2.. oj is the labeling of a corresponding path in M', starting at the initial state. Furthermore, for any XEX, we have
where I is the maximum of the loop lengths, s is the maximum of the loop contractivities, and t is the maximum of all edge contractivities in the transition diagram of M. As j -+ ~8, the right-hand side tends to zero. From the compactness of X, we conclude that a= lim \V,, (M',,( . ..~~.(x) ...)) (2) j-1 for all XEX, i. e. a=cp(a,ozo, . ..). where oEadherence(l(M')).
Conversely, suppose (2) holds. Then, choosing x to be in the fixed point UT= 1 s;, where (S;, S;, . . . , S:,) is the fixed point of M, we conclude that a is in the attractor of 
Equivalence of PAA and affine regular sets
Now we are in a position to characterize the attractor of a PAA. However, we are not yet ready to show the equivalence of PAA and MRFS, as the latter need not satisfy the strong connectivity condition. We now show that MRFS can be restricted to always satisfy this condition. then change this definition to
In other words, S,*+ 1 contributes xi to the computation of Si. Also, each Si contributes Xi t0 S n+ ir i.e.
s~+,=u,(s~-')uu,(s';-')u...u u,(s;~').
S,, r is marked as nonfinal. It is easy to verify that this addition of new variable does not affect the attractor, as no new points are ever computed. Moreover, there is a path from every variable to every other variable via Sn+l, and, therefore, the resulting MRFS is strongly connected.
We need the following two lemmas. d(a, w,,(w,,(...w,,,,(x) 
where s, 1 and D are positive constants. Choose m large enough so that sL*"' D < 6. 0
The above lemma says that we can visit smaller and smaller neighborhoods of a point a in the attractor by applying longer and longer prefixes of its "address" c to some arbitrarily chosen points in the underlying metric space X. Consider all those subwords of c which were traversed during the execution of the chaos game algorithm such that, after this traversal, the finite control of M" was in the final state. Let B be the set of all such finite subwords of 0. Then, from Lemma 6.2, any word in Reversal(B) is in A and vice versa, with probability almost one. In other words, during the execution of the chaos game algorithm, we traverse longer and longer finite paths in M", which means that we are approximating points by applying longer and longer prefixes of their addresses, i.e. w-words in adherence(R'). By Lemma 6.3, we are visiting smaller and smaller neighborhoods of points precisely in cp(adherence(R')).
Hence, M" generates the same image as R.
For the converse, let A4 be a PAA. Convert it into an FA M' by reversing the directions of transitions of M, creating a new initial state which has e-transitions to the final states of M. Then, from the same argument as above, we conclude that L(M') defines the same image as generated by M. 0
Considering images as measures (greyness, color), it seems difficult to show that for every PAA there exists an equivalent PMRFS or vice versa. However, it follows from Theorems 5.3 and 6.4 that we can convert every PAA into a PMRFS that generates a measure with the same support, or vice versa. For strongly connected PMRFS, we can show this directly as follows.
Consider the chaos game algorithm on a PAA M, first when it is viewed as a PAA and, second, when it is viewed as a PMRFS (all nonzero probabilities are, however, changed to some nonzero values such that they satisfy the requirement that incoming probabilities sum to unity). In both cases, the set of the finite sequences of affine transformations applied to some points in the underlying compact metric space is (probabilistically) same and, therefore, by Lemma 6.3, we are approximating the same attractor in both cases. The only difference is that, in the first case, we generate these finite sequences as subwords of one infinite sequence, whereas, in the latter case, we generate them in a parallel tree-like fashion.
Therefore, the equivalence of PAA with affine expressions and MRFS provides us with the explanation why a PAA always defines uniquely an image and why the chaos game algorithm always approximates it.
Prohlm of'inqqe encodit~g by MRFS (or PAA)
For IFS, Barnsley's collage theorem provides the mathematical basis for automatically inferring the IFS "code" of a given image [I] . It states that, given an image B in J?'(X), if an IFS with the contraction mapping W is chosen and, for some e>O, h(B, W(B))<& then where A is the attractor of the IFS and s is the contractivity factor of W. The theorem can be generalized to the case when we want to infer an MRFS (or a PAA) from a given image, in a way analogous to the one by which it was generalized to recurrent IFS in [Z] . This provides the basis for an interactive trial-and-error method of coming up with an MRFS for a given image on a computer screen, in which the user "guesses" an MRFS, whose one iterative step when applied to the image results in an image which is quite "close" to the original image. The collage theorem then guarantees that the attractor of the MRFS will be also quite "close" to the given image.
Applications
In this section, we give some examples illustrating how PAA and MRFS can be employed to define images and also how they can implement some other known methods to generate images and fractals.
Image generation and compression
Affine automata and MRFS have clear applications in image generation and compression.
Images can be generated both as black points (as compact sets) or as grey tones or color tones (as measures).
Example. As an example illustrating the power of PAA to describe natural objects, see Fig. 3d for the generation of a fern. The fern is generated by the PAA shown in Fig. 3a , in which both the states are final states. The numbers in parenthesis are the probabilities.
The four affine transformations are the same as given in the last example in Section 3 on IFS, which generated the fern shown in Fig. lb . Denote the set of points generated at states s1 and s2 by S1 and S2, respectively. The sets S1 and Sz are shown in Fig. 3b and 3c , respectively. The attractor is the union of these two sets. Note that the branches of this fern are one-sided. This fern cannot be generated by an IFS. It is possible to generate a "self-similar" fern by an IFS, which has two-sided branches, as shown in Fig. 1 b. The "one-sided" fern is also defined by an affine expression over code alphabet Z = { 1,2, 3,4}, representing the four affine transformations defined above. The affine expression is ((1 +2)*3(1 +2)*4)*+((1 +2)*4(1 +2)*3)*.
Alternatively, this fern is the attractor of the DMRFS M:
s;"=wl(s;l-')uw2(s~-')uw,(s~-'), s~=w,(s;l-')uM'1(s~-1)uw2(s~-1).
Let (S,, S,) be the fixed point (attractor) of M. The sets S1 and S2 are shown in Fig. 3b and 3c , respectively. The attractor is the union of these two sets. Finally, note that the diagram in Fig. 3a also represents a PMRFS generating the same image, as the requirement that incoming probabilities should sum to unity is satisfied.
Example. For another example, see Fig. 3e , which shows a complex "recursive" image of a tree along with its "shadow." There is a mirror hanging from one of the branches which contains infinitely deep images of the whole image. This image is generated by
Wl(.Ol) (4 Fig. 3 . Examples of images generated by PAA (and PMRIFS).
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a six-state PAA. To give the reader an idea of how this image is generated, we mention that if a part of an image is generated at a state, say s, then we can create a "shadow" of this part by transiting to a state, say r, where the transition is labeled with an appropriate affine transformation W, which rotates and scales down the part of the image created at the state s. As a programming trick, we then go back to the state s from the state r, by a transition labeled with transformation w-l.
Example. One can even combine the chaos game algorithm and the deterministic algorithm in the following interesting way: generate, let us say, 2000 points approximating the attractor of an MRFS by the chaos game algorithm and then run the deterministic algorithm with these 2000 points as the input, i.e. the initial "values" of the variables. Furthermore, more than one MRFS can be interconnected in a similar manner, with the outputs of one MRFS serving as the inputs of some other MRFS. Some images generated by such a hybrid algorithm are shown in Fig. 4 , in which we have used the MRFS generating the image in Fig. 3 to obtain a more complex sequence of such images. Note that the mirror hanging from the branch of a tree in this sequence now contains an image of the remaining sequence. In Fig. 4a and 4b, the tree, which is the output of the first MRFS, is generated by the probabilistic and Fig. 4 . Examples of images generated by the hybrid algorithm deterministic algorithms, respectively. This becomes the input of another MRFS, which then generates the sequence of trees. Sometimes, texture is defined as a spatial arrangement of some basic primitive elements and is an indication of the "graininess" or "coarseness" of the image. Such texture images can be generated very elegantly by deterministic MRFS. In the generation of images with some "coarse" texture we are not interested in the final attractor of the MRFS but rather in the output of the deterministic algorithm after some finite number of iterations, when the desired graininess is obtained.
Implementing rutional expressions hi? PAA and MRFS
Some automata-theoretic methods to generate images have recently been studied. In [9] , adherences of rational sets have been studied as a tool for image compression. Some interesting patterns have been shown to be represented compactly by finite automata [S] . PAA (and, therefore, MRFS) constitute a strict generalization of these automatatheoretic techniques to define images and, therefore, provide us with an efficient mechanism to implement these techniques on standard hardware that is fast for arithmetic computations.
We now show how a rational expression, used in We can use the above theorem and Theorems 5.3 and 6.4 to implement efficiently rational expressions by MRFS and PAA. As an example, see Fig. 5a , which shows an image represented by a rational expression. The finite generator (automaton) accepting the rational expression is also shown. This image can be generated by a PMRFS, which is shown in Fig. 5d . The labeling transformations wi's are the ones defined in the proof of the above theorem.
Conclusions
We consider various generalizations of the IFS method to generate images. The probabilistic affine automata constitute a powerful mechanism to generate highly complex images. They are equivalent to affine regular sets and mutually recursive IFS.
Clearly, PAA and MRFS are capable of compressing drastically the description of images and possibly other forms of data. Self-similar fractals like the Sierpinski triangle, ferns, clouds, etc., happen to be only a subset of the images generated by these techniques. As an avenue of future research, the design of efficient practical algorithms to infer a PAA or an MRFS from a given image is a challenging problem, with great potential value in image compression.
Note added in proof
Recently, various extensions of IFS have been proposed. It seems that the MRFS introduced here and in particular the MRFS with control strings considered in [lS, 191 are the most powerful and efficient tools for image generation.
